
THOSE WHO REMEMBERED
WHAT AND WHERE?

Every town and village agreed that there should be a memorial to those killed in the war.. Moretonians were very divided, however, about what and where it should be. The issue raised old 
divisions in the parish between the Anglicans and the Nonconformists, believers and non-believers. Lord Hambleden, the Lord of the Manor and Patron of the church, was caught in the 
middle and tried to achieve a compromise. This proved to be impossible and as a result Moretonhampstead is very unusual in having a town war memorial and a church war memorial.

THE DEBATES OVER MORETONHAMPSTEAD’S WAR MEMORIAL
WHAT SHAPE?

Cross - Anglicans pro but Nonconformists (always strong here hence many chapels) and agnostics (who had loss of faith during the war) against.

Victory figure – a popular idea in the past but expensive.   Life-sized soldier – a popular idea elsewhere but expensive.

Drinking fountain – a lady gave some money towards one but where to put it and not sufficient enough?

Sports field at Courtenay Park - sports clubs could help with the maintenance costs but ‘a memorial needs to be more in the centre of town’.

Baths – had no swimming pool at that time but where to put them?

WHAT THEY DECIDED
A monolithic shape that could be made relatively cheaply from  local granite and be placed whever was appropriate in the town.

WHAT LOCATION?
Churchyard – opposed by Nonconformists, agnostics & atheists.   Square – opposed by the County Council with the increasing volume of motor transport.

Sports field – but no land was put forward. The Church owned the Sentry where sports were played but there had been many disputes over the years with the town about it and the Church 
authorities were not prepared to give it up.

WHAT THEY DECIDED
An area in front of  the library on the site of the Butter market was offered for free  by Lord Hambleden, the Lord of the Manor, if the Parish Council pulled it down. They did so and used 
some of the granite for the memorial’s base. Local money was also raised to pay for the monument – though they could not afford the original full design by J C Beare of Newton Abbot and 
finished up with only a simple metal plate with an inscription. The names were not added until the year 2000.

A framed Board of Honour for those who died and those who returned was to be displayed in the Library along with six German rifles given by the War Office for the war efforts of the parish. 
The Parish Council thought that  ‘the amount of war bonds bought in the parish deserved at least a machine gun’!

The Church of England decided to go ahead with its own memorial - see the next board.

THE TOWN WAR MEMORIAL UNVEILED ON OCTOBER 2ND 
1921 BY LORD HAMBLEDEN WHO SERVED AT GALLIPOLI

SOME OF THE MORETONHAMPSTEAD PARISH COUNCIL 
WHO HAD TO DECIDE ABOUT THE WAR MEMORIAL

ONE OF THE LAST DAYS OF THE BUTTER MARKET BEFORE 
IT MADE WAY FOR THE TOWN  WAR MEMORIAL

THE MORETONHAMPSTEAD TOWN WAR MEMORIAL  TODAY
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